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H.7 
In Fall 1994, Russia will launch a spacecraft to Mars. 
France is involved in many scientific experiments 
which are on board the spacecraft, as PI or CI. 
Some days before Mars Orbit Insertion Maneuver, 2 
small stations and 2 penemtors will be injected into 
an entry aajectory, and they will carry out during at 
least 6 months in situ analysis on Mars Surface. 
Two years after, a second spacecraft wilI be launched. 
It will carry the French Balloon, and also a small 
mer. 
The scientific data of these landers will be relayed to 
earth via the spacecraft. However, during the first 20 
days of their mission, Mars Observer will be used. To 
this end, a Mars Balloon Relay will be used, which 
will receive the data from the landers, store them into 
the memory of the Mars Observer Camera 
The spacecraft will be also used to localize the 
landers, with the help of relative 1 way Doppler mea- 
surements.An international coopetation is set up for 
this process, including JPL, Russian ballistic centers 
(Babakine, Institute of Applied Mathematics, Mos- 
cow Flight Control Center), and CNES Toulouse. 
Another task dedicated to the Space mathematics 
division of CNES is to support the french scientists to 
prepare their telecommands and to analyze their 
telemetry. This second part is integrated into the 
French Ground Segment created for the Mars94196 
Mission. 
This paper will describe the method used in Cnes for 
the localizaton process, the support to the scientists 
and the links for the data exchange 
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2. The Mars 94 Mission 
The Mars94 spacecraft will be launched by Proton at 
the end of October 1994. It will arrive at Mars early 
September 1995. 
Some 5 to 7 days before arrival, 2 small stations and 2 
penemtors will be released, two of them will land 
near the equator of Mars, the other 2 at about 40 
degree north latitude. 
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Before king insened onto its final scientific orbit, the 
will be inserted into 3 i n t e d e  orbits 
(see fig 1). It will remain on the high elliptical &iis 
during roughly 20 days, after which it will be inserted 
into an orbit of period Tsol/L ('"sol is a Mattian day). 
It is on this orbit that the spacecraft will mainly relay 
the scientific data of the landen. Therefore, during the 
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FigI:Mara94orbits 
first 20 days of the martian mission, Mars Observer 
will be used to relay the data. 
In Fig2, there is an example on a ground track of Mars 
Observer, during 3 orbits: 
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Fig 2 ground &rack of Mars Observer 
S 1 and 52 are the small stations, 
PI and P2 the penetrators 
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In the current version, the state vecm has up to 20 
components: 6 for the mobile, 7 for the spacecraft, 
and other for bias, drift, ionosphere, measurements 
em.  
In the case of the Mars94 project, the only measure- 
ments which are processed by the software are rela- 
tive measurements, so 1 way Doppler from the 
landers to the spacecraft. More precisely, we don't 
currently process any ground based measurements. 
Therefore, the initial state vector for the spacecraft is 
computed either by P L  in the case of MO, or the Rus- 
sian ballistic centers (IPM, TSOUP) in the case of 
Mars94. 
3.1 The measurements: 
The landers send to the raft a signal with a 
nominal frequency fp 
This frequency is affected by a bias and a drift. There- 
fore, the real emined frequency is: 
The value of b and d is random for each pass, but con- 
stant over one pass. b is the time of the beginning of 
the measurements. 
f r f o  + b + d.(t-b) + E 
The nominal frequency fo is 401.5275 Mhz. 
According to specialists from Babakine, the nominal 
values of b and d are: 
for the peneuators: 
for the small stations: 
b= lC5*f, d=10'8*fd15' 
d= 2.106*f& d=10-8*fd15' 
The random noise E is 3.10m9.f0, so roughly 1.2 Hz. 
3.2 The software developd in CNES: FILON (Filtra- 
ge for walization and Navigation) 
We have developed in CNES a kaiman filter, by 
u p w g  the initial version used for the Phobos opti- 
cal navigation. This software is a multi-purpose soft- 
ware of localization of objects on a surface of a planet 
with spacecraft relative measurements. It is currently 
For performance evaluation, the software is included 
into the following process (see fig 3) 
Starting from exact position of the landers, and an 
exact orbit, the doppler measurements are simulated, 
and are perturbed by a gaussian noise. 
In a second step, the location of the landers, the satel- 
lite orbit, the ancillary parameters are perturbed 
according to their assumed covariances. 
In a third step, starting from those points, FILON is 
executed, and gives final values of those parameters. 
In a final step, all those solutions are compared 
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Fig 3: Process of p e r f o k  evaluation 
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ization 
on process, Uars Observer will 
be used as relay. The dispersions at landing wil be 
large (some degrees in longitude an latitude), and so it 
will be the most difficult arc to process, as far as the 
convergence is mncemed. 
One important factor for the accuracy of the localiza- 
tion process is the accuracy of the spacecraft orbit 
Therefore, we have processed different cases, depend- 
ing on the elapse time between the inieial conditions, 
and the time of the beginning of the measure- 
ments.We have considered 4 cases: 
The value of these errors are issued from the Nav 
plan, andare: 
Radial. 4.5 m Along track49 m Cross track 24Om 
Solution T l  It's assumed that we need 1 day extrapo- 
lation fmm the last OD solution.lherefore, the errors 
at time of pencenter are: 
Radial: 4.6m Along aack:120m Cross track 240m 
Solution T3:It's assumed that we need 3 day extrap 
lation from the last OD solution. Therefore, the e m  
at time of pencenter are: 
Radial: 8.7m Along track1210rn Cross track 24Om 
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Radial: 38.m Along mk7080m Cross mck: 26Om 
According to the geometry indicated in figure 2, the 
geometry of the relay is shown in fig 4. We can see 
that, for the studied arcs, there are 2 visibility for each 
penetrator, one at each orbit. The small stations can be 
relayed just at the second MO orbit. 
4.1 Results for petrator P1: 
Fig 5 shows the 1 sigma ellipses obtained with the 4 
different cases 
1 3 i p m  ellipam for P 1  
4.2 Results for penetrator P2 
T I  1 s i g m  elliprer for P2 I 'I 
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Fig 7: 1 sigma ellipses for S1 
4.4 Results for small station 52 
Fig 8: 1 sigma ellipses for S2 
4.5 Analysis 
If the exaapolation on the S/C state vector is made not 
longer than 3 days, the accuracy on the location of the 
landers is roughly 1 km. A 7 day extrapolation leads 
to a poor accuracy, and moreover the convergence is 
slow. 
However, in any case, the accuracy is much beuer 
than the requirements for pointing the antennas 
toward the landing site. 
5. Results with Mars% 
As it was shown in the above paragraph, the accurxy 
on the lander position is strongly dependent of the 
accuracy on the orbit of the spacecraft itself. 
For Mats 94, we don't have yet enough results on this 
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Fig 9 Proposed Data flow exchange for Navigation ' 
accuracy to execute the localization process. How- 
ever, we can assume that, at the time when M94 will 
be used as xelay, the accufacy on the lander position 
will be better than the accuracy on the S/C orbit. 
Therefore, those landers may be used as reference 
beacon to improve the orbk 
6. The International cooperation: 
Thelocalizationprocessofthesmallstatio~andpen- 
etrators will involved different partners in different 
COUnuies: 
USA: 
MOC Facility, in San Diego, which will m i v e  the 
telemeay 
JPL MO navigation Team, and M94 localization 
Team 
RUSSia: 
Ballistic Centers: TSOUP, PM, Babakine, which will 
constitute the Flight Control Center 
IKI (Institute of Cosmic Research): Which will 
receive the teIemeay relayed by M94. 
France: CNES Toulouse 
It has been approved that all informations concerning 
the Spacecraft state vector will be sent using NAIF 
(Navigation Ancillary Information File) system, 
developed by JPL. The axes u, the NAIF system for 
MO will be made through the MOC Facility, with 
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set up by GNES. With W, it will be a high baud rate 
line, using Intelsat Satellite. This line will mainly be 
used for real time receiving of the scientific telemetry. 
With the Flight Control Center, which will gather the 
3 ballistic centers, it will be a 9600 B/s line, using 
Kermit 
The timing and responsibilities of the exchange is still 
under discussion between the 3 counmes. 
7. Support to the trench scientists 
Another part of the navigation tasks is to help the sci- 
entists to ppare their telewmmands, and tc analyze 
their results. This consists mainly into prediction of 
events, with a poor accuracy, for the telecommands. 
Those predictions will be updated and recomputed 
with a better accuracy, for the analysis of the results. 
For this task, we will use the NAIF system. 
The main scientific experiments on board the Mars 94 
SJC or landers are: 
SPICAM: (solat and stellar occulation) 
Their specific requests are the prediction and recon- 
struction of the occulations. 
ELLISMA: (plasma studies) 
specific requesc prediction of duration of stay in the 
Ionospheric region.Ephemeris and closest approach to 
Phobos and Deimos 
OMEGA: (infrared specnometer) 
specific request Nadir pointing CMlrdinates 
DYMIO (ionospheric studies) 
specific request crossing into the Martian magneto- 
sphere 
LILAS-2 (Astrophysical experiments) 
no specific request 
OPTIMISM: (seismology experiments on the small 
stations) 
specific requests: small stations localization and 
reconstruction of the landing trajectory 
METEG: (meteorology on small stations) 
specific request localization of the small stations 
weekly basis. Every week, a n 
ged, which will cover a 15 days 
7 days reconstruction, 7 day extrapolation. 
This NAIF- base will be copied, as soon as any 
change occurs, in Toulouse, and updated by France 
with our own results (as lander location). In every 
french laboratory involved in the mission, the NAIF 
toolkit will be installed, together with, if needed, spe- 
cial routines developed by our divisions. The Mars94 
Naif data base will be cataloged in Toulouse, and 
updated as frequently as necessary. The scientists will 
have access at this data base, and will be able to copy, 
by FTP, the files they want. 
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